COCKTAIL MENU
OLD CLASSICS
Some favourites from our last 110 years of shaking and mixing, updated

Sweet Manhattan (1870’s)

£17

The Grandfather of the classic Martini.

Ramos Gin Fizz (1880’s)

Old Fashioned (1881)

£17

Negroni (1919)

£17

Invented in the late 19th century as a
sporting man’s medicine, it still works today;
best drunk before a business meeting, partridge
shoot or tennis match.

This classic Roaring Twenties apéritif was
Grandpa Goring's favourite breakfast drink. A
perfect antidote to the new, slightly more
Boring Twenties.

Clover Club (1896)

Cosmopolitan (1988)

£17

Henry Ramos always shook this 1880's New
Orleans classic for twelve minutes to achieve
extra fluffiness, but fear not; our London
bartenders can do It a bit quicker.

£17

Philadelphia is a hugely important city in
American and British history, for two reasons:
First, this fruity gin sour was Invented there in
1896, at the club of the same name. I can't
remember the other reason.

£17

Our favourite pink cocktail, perfect for citrus
lovers.

NEW CLASSICS
Not all the great cocktails of history were invented at the Goring.
But what if they had been?

Rosehip Royal

£20

A Regal adaptation of the Pimm’s Royal

Goring Cup

£18

We're delighted to bring back the original
Pimm's No.6 Vodka Cup.

Garden Negroni

£18

After 100 years of serving the classic Negroni,
we have created a new version invigorated with
herbal elements from our kitchen beds.

Just Not Cricket

£18

A well balanced and refreshing Gin
concoction inspired by the classic “Grasshopper”

The Venerable Old Cuban

£20

A Mojito enlivened with summer fruits and
jazzed up with Champagne.

Queen Victoria Fizz

£20

A fruit infused Champagne cocktail, lent some
extra oomph by a shot of finest Vodka.

E X C I T I N G D R I N K S (with no alcohol)
Cup No. Zero
A Pimm’s Cup for abstainers.

£11

Garden dew

£11

A "Champagne" fizz enervated with late summer
and autumn fruits.

Indian Summer Sour

£11

A satisfying sour, enthused with floral aromas of
a summer well remembered.

